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in the meantime, you can get the japanese language pack for $9.99 on the steam store. you get an easy-to-read translation and a bunch of subtitles for all of the game’s dialogue,
as well as the optional voice acting. it’s possible that the steam version of the game will continue to be locked to the na version of the game, but we’re in the best possible scenario
here. the japanese version of the game, coming out in a few days, has the english dialogue tracks available. so you don’t even need the language pack for the japanese version. i’m
not quite sure what the full retail version of the game will look like, since the steam version is locked to the na version. i imagine that the japanese version will simply have japanese

dubs of all of the voice actors’ lines, but i can’t say for sure. i dont know how sony feels about the ease of localization in tomb raider but i personally have no problem playing
japanese audio tracks, so its good to know that the option is there. while i want japanese audio for some of the games i play, others dont feel like they need it. even though its a

really good game, i had no need for japanese audio tracks in this title. i know its a good game, but i think they need to release an hd remake of this one instead of porting it to the
ps3. i’ve played almost all of the tomb raider games, and honestly, i don’t think they’re very well made. one of the most annoying things about the games is that they don’t really
make any sense. they’re very linear and you just follow the path from one scene to the next, no matter what. i guess they’re supposed to be action games, but i really don’t see
why. i don’t mind the lara croft origin story games, but this one is more like a movie than anything. i just wish they wouldn’t tie the game’s narrative into the movie like they do.
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